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An Analysis of Backward and Forward Linkages of Pharmaceutical Sector in India Based on an Input-Output Model

ABSTRACT

Aims: The paper study about the inter-linkages between pharmaceutical sector and other sectors of Indian economy. The paper also measures the effects of growth in pharmaceutical sector on other sector's growth.

Study design: The study is mainly a static analysis based on secondary data concentrated in studying the production structure of Indian pharmaceutical sector.

Duration of Study: The time taken for the research to be completed is for a period of four months.

Methodology: We have used the latest input-output table available for the period of 2015-16 to conduct the analysis. First, we converted the input-output table from 131 sectors structure to a 60 sectors structure by aggregation of most related sectors. Then, technical coefficient matrix and Leontief inverse matrix for the 60 sectors included in the table has been calculated to analyze the forward and backward linkages of the industry. In addition to that we have calculated output multiplier of pharmaceutical industry to know the effects of changes in the growth of pharmaceutical sectors on all other sectors of the economy.

Results: The input-output analysis reveals that both forward linked indicator and backward linked indicator are greater than one. The forward linked indicator is of value 1.12 and backward linked indicator is of value 1.50. These results indicated that pharmaceutical sector is strongly inter-linked both backwardly and forwardly with other industries in the Indian economy. The value of output multiplier of the industry is 2.34; it indicates positive contribution of the pharmaceutical sectors both directly and indirectly to the Indian economy.

Conclusion: The study finds that pharmaceutical industry is a key industry in stimulating the production activities of other industries. Thus with proper planning and execution of pharmaceutical industry it can help in promoting other sectors growth.
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1. INTRODUCTION

India holds an important position in the global pharmaceuticals sector. The country ranks third globally for pharmaceutical production by volume and 14th by value. India’s pharmaceutical industry domestically owns 3000 drug companies and 10,500 manufacturing unit. In addition, India ranks 12th in terms of export of pharmaceutical products worldwide. The paper tries to examine the role played by the Indian pharmaceutical sector in India and
its interaction with other sectors of the economy using input-output (I-O) analysis. Backward and forward linkages of the pharmaceutical sector in the national economy are calculated to know the extent of impact of the pharmaceutical industry on other sectors of the economy and to know the extent of influence experienced by the pharmaceutical industries from the other sectors of the economy. In other words, the study of backward and forward linkages will show the interdependencies between the pharmaceutical sector and other sectors in the economy. Based on the I-O model, we also calculated the output multiplier of the pharmaceutical industry to know what role does this industry play for the growth of other industries in the national economy.

In 1936, Wassily Leontief presented the Input-output model, which is a useful technique for analyzing the structure of an economy and for production planning. The Leontief model has been widely in use to estimate backward and forward linkages between industries and useful multipliers so to determine the ‘key industries’ of an economy and to know what role a specific industry play in the national economy.

There have been quite a few studies on inter-linkages between sectors of an economy along with comparisons of two or more economy in terms of structural changes in production sectors using input-output framework. Some of the literatures are mentioned below that have used input-output model to study the economic impacts of industries. Rumiana Gorska[1] compares the production structure of polish economy with some selected European countries by analyzing the backward and forward linkages between the countries using the input-output model. The analysis reveals that the production structure varies with respect to different countries. The study identified some of the key industries of the polish economy as well as important forward and backward linkage industries in that economy. The study through using Multiplier Product Matrix (MPM) found that the production structure or the economic landscape of Polish economy is identical with some of the European countries.

Ilhan and Yaman[2] had a comparative study on the performance of the construction sector in Turkish economy and selected European Union countries based on input-output analysis for two periods, 1998 and 2002. The study used the input-output table to obtain some of the indicators for comparative analysis such as share of the construction sector in Gross National Product (GNP) and National Income (NI), direct and total forward and backward linkage indicators of the construction sector and direct and total construction input from the manufacturing and service sectors indicating the technologies used in output production of construction sector. Ashyrov et al. [3] used the input-output model to study the production structure of blue industries in economies of Finland and Estonia for the period 1995 to 2011. Their analysis involved 34 industries out of which some of the sectors are considered as maritime industries in the study. Their findings shows that maritime industries are weakly linked with other industries in both the economies. When comparing both the countries, they found that fluctuation in inter-industry linkages are less in Finland than in Estonia over the years. The output and employment multiplier of the blue industries estimated from the input-output model reveals that blue industries plays an important role in increasing output and employment in both the countries. Nojszewska[4] studied about the impact of pharmaceutical companies upon the economy such as on net value added, employment, income effect on employees of suppliers and consumers and on public finance. These effects of pharmaceutical companies are studied through a case study of the Sanofi company in Poland in which they have found that pharmaceutical companies has positive impact on the economy and public finance through improving public health. Antaloczy et al. [5] conducted a value-chain analysis of the pharmaceutical industry in Hungary. From input-output table data they found that the industry is weak in forward and backward linkages and the industry is mainly contributing from the indirect value addition. While by conducting interviews they came to know that Hungary’s pharmaceutical productions are mostly substantial generic production that is limiting the industry’s contribution on the economy.

---

Muratoglu[6] using panel data analysis for the period 2000-2014 found that pharmaceutical exports positively affects growth in countries with specialization on pharmaceutical products. Zuhdi[7] utilizes the input-output model to study the characteristics of industries in Japan using data for the period 2005 to 2011. They found that industries namely manufacturing, transport and postal services have high economic impact on other sectors and also these sectors get high influences from the external sectors. Moreover, the characteristics of the industries have remained same over the analysis periods. On this note from the study of the extant literatures we came to acquaint ourselves that there has been very limited study on the characteristics and economic significance of pharmaceutical industries especially for India. There has been no study till date on the input-output analysis of pharmaceutical industry for India and therefore this study is an attempt to contribute on this ground. However, a study has been done for the years 1989-90 to 1998-1999 by Munjal[8] where the structural changes of Indian industries over time has been investigated using the input-output model.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

The input-output table data for the analysis are taken from “Input Output Transactions Table: India 2015-16” constructed by Chadha et al. [9]. The table is in form of commodity*commodity (C*C) matrix comprising of 131 sectors. For our analysis, we have converted the 131 sector structure to 60 sector structure by aggregation of most related sectors. We have considered drugs and medicine (manufacture of pharmaceutical; medicinal chemicals and botanical products as represented in SUT table 2015-16[10]), no. 74 of I-O table as the pharmaceutical industry for our analysis. In UN’s International Standard Industrial Classification of All Economic Activities (ISIC) Rev. 4, class 21 defines the pharmaceutical industry as “Manufacture of basic pharmaceutical products and pharmaceutical preparations” which includes basic pharmaceutical products, pharmaceutical preparations, medicinal chemicals and botanical products.

Input-output (I-O) framework is an economic model that represents the inter-linkages of economic activities of different sectors of an economy. The values of the I-O table as used by us are in basic prices in which the row represents the output of the commodity used either for intermediate consumption or for final consumption. The column of the I-O table represents the goods and services used as input for production of the commodity.

In Leontief input-output model, the total output of an industry is equal to the sum of intermediate consumption and final demand of goods and services by household and government.

In matrix notation it can be stated as,

\[ X = AX + D \]

Where,  
\( X \) is the column vector of sectoral outputs,  
\( A \) is the square matrix of technical coefficients. Technical coefficient is the input requirement for producing a given amount of goods and services. It is the ratio of intermediate consumption by a sector from a particular sector to total output of that sector. ‘A’ is also known as Input Coefficient Matrix,  
\( D \) is the column vector of sectoral final demands.

After rearrangements, the Leontief model is represented as follows:

\( (I-A) X = D \), where matrix I-A is Leontief matrix.

Pre-multiplying both sides by \((I-A)^{-1}\), we get

\[ X = (I-A)^{-1}D \], where \((I-A)^{-1}\) is Leontief inverse matrix. From vertical summation of coefficients in the Leontief inverse matrix we can derive the output multiplier. The multiplier tells us that for a dollar worth of change in final demand of a sector how much changes in activities occur in all other sectors in the table. The summation of row of Leontief inverse matrix gives us the
input multiplier. The input multiplier tells us that for a dollar worth of changes in all other industries how much changes in activities occur for the industry in that row.

To calculate the relative strength of an industry and the inter-industry linkages, forward and backward linkages are estimated from the I-O table. A forward linkage of an industry shows how the final demand changes of all other industries in an economy affects the changes in output of that industry. A backward linkage of an industry shows how final demand changes in that industry affects the output changes in all other industries in that economy. The formula we have used for calculating forward linkages (FL) and backward linkages (BL) are as follows:

$$FL = \frac{\left(\frac{1}{n}\right)^{input multiplier}}{\left(\frac{1}{n}\right)^{total input multiplier}}$$

$$BL = \frac{\left(\frac{1}{n}\right)^{output multiplier}}{\left(\frac{1}{n}\right)^{total output multiplier}}$$

Where,

- FL is forward linkage indicator of an industry,
- BL is backward linkage indicator of an industry,
- Input multiplier is the row summation of elements of \((I-A)^{-1}\) matrix,
- Total input multiplier is the summation of values of input multipliers of all sectors,
- Output multiplier is the column summation of elements of \((I-A)^{-1}\) matrix,
- Total output multiplier is the summation of values of output multipliers of all sectors,
- \(N\) is the number of sectors taken for the I-O analysis.

The inter-industry linkages help in identifying the key industries that are crucial for economic development of an economy. If both the forward and backward linkage indicators are greater than one, then we can consider that the corresponding industry is a key industry in leading an economy. Backward linkages say, for pharmaceutical industry would imply that production activities in pharmaceutical industry are linked with greater use of other industries production as input in the pharmaceutical industry. Forward linkage in that case would imply that pharmaceutical industry's production will be available in the form of input for other sectors production.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this part of our research paper, we analyze the results of the calculated inter-linkages of pharmaceutical industry with the other industries and total output multiplier (both direct and indirect) of the pharmaceutical industry using I-O table of 2015-16.

3.1 Forward and backward linkages

The backward linkages of pharmaceutical industry with other industries indicates to what extend pharmaceutical industry stimulates the production activities of other sectors. From our analysis, we find that backward linkage of pharmaceutical industry is 1.12 which is greater than one. It indicates that pharmaceutical industry is a key industry of the national economy where the growth of this industry can help in boosting other sectors growth. The pharmaceutical industry can cause other industries to increase their production by demanding more input goods from them. The analysis reveals that pharmaceutical industry is strongly backward linked with itself that means pharmaceutical industry uses large amount of inputs from the industry itself. The major backward linked industries (measured in terms of values greater than the average value) with the pharmaceutical sector are crude petroleum, manufacture of chemical and chemical products, land transport and trade (reported in table 1).

The forward linkage of pharmaceutical industry with other industries indicates that pharmaceutical industry is stimulated by other industries activities. It measures the sensitivity of the pharmaceutical industry's activity to other industries fluctuation. The value of forward linkage of pharmaceutical industry is 1.50 which is greater than one. It indicates that pharmaceutical industry is sensitive to the activities or growth of other industries. It also
implies that growth or increase in production in pharmaceutical industries relies on other industries growth. The economic fluctuation in the nation will have impact on the production activities of the pharmaceutical sector since the industry has strong forward linked with other industries. The forward linkage of the pharmaceutical sector is not extended to many sectors rather the industry supply its production to only a limited sectors. The important forward linked industries or the industries that are heavily dependent on pharmaceutical industry for input supplies are pharmaceutical industry itself and medical & health sector. The important forward linked industries are reported in table 1. Since both the linkage effects are greater than one it means pharmaceutical sector is a key sector in the development process. The development of pharmaceutical sector will induce the development of all other linked industries; also the development of forward linked industries will help pharmaceutical sectors to grow.

3.2 Output Multiplier

With the use of I-O table we have also calculated output multiplier of pharmaceutical industry that depicts the effect of change in final demand in pharmaceutical sectors on all other activities. It measures the total effect of a monetary unit change in final demand for the goods and services of pharmaceutical sectors on output of all other sectors. Total output multiplier of pharmaceutical sector is 2.34 (table 1) which implies that a one unit change in final demand for goods and services of pharmaceutical sector induces 1.34 unit change in all other sectors. That means the industry stimulates production activities in all other related sectors. The total output multiplier captures both the direct and indirect effects of an industry on all other sectors.

Table 1. Forward and backward linkages of pharmaceutical industry in India (2015-16).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Backward Linked Industries</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crude petroleum</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacture of chemical and chemical products</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacture of Pharmaceuticals, medicinal chemicals and botanical products</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land transport</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total backward linkage</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forward Linked Industries</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacture of Pharmaceuticals, medicinal chemicals and botanical products</td>
<td>1.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 Direct effect points to the industry that we are interested in and the indirect effect points to the industrial linkages evident in the region.
4. CONCLUSION

The pharmaceutical sector is a key sector in the development process of the national economy. The study uses input-output analysis to identify the economic contribution of the pharmaceutical sector in India. From our analysis we found that pharmaceutical sector is strongly backward and forward linked with other sectors of the economy. The important backward linked industries are crude petroleum, manufacture of chemical and chemical products, land transport and trade. Pharmaceutical industry is also strongly dependent on its own industry for direct input requirements. Therefore, the industry plays an important role in stimulating other sectors production by means of creating input demand from them. Pharmaceutical industry supplies it outputs to mainly medical and health sector and to its own industry's production units. The analysis of output multiplier of pharmaceutical industry also provides us with qualitative information that can be used for decision in policy making relating to industrial sectors. A one unit increase in final demand in pharmaceutical industry leads to 1.34 unit growth in output of other industries particularly in crude petroleum, manufacture of chemical and chemical products, land transport and trade. The input-output analysis provides us with valuable information regarding study of role of an industry in economic development process. This study is entirely a new initiative in using the input-output method to determine the role played by the pharmaceutical sector in India. However, a more inclusive study can be undertaken in future research in regard to analyzing employment multiplier and import dependencies of the pharmaceutical sector using this method.
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